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Periodic subcellular structures undergo long-range synchronized
reorganization during C. elegans epidermal development
Chunxia Wang, Yuyan Yang, Rong Fu, Yi Zhu and Huimin Zhang*

ABSTRACT
Periodic pattern formation on the cellular and tissue scale is an
important process and has been extensively studied. However,
periodic pattern formation at the subcellular level still remains poorly
understood. The C. elegans epidermis displays a highly ordered
parallel stripe pattern as part of its subcellular structure, making it an
ideal model to study the formation and reorganization of periodic
patterns within cells. Here, we show that the initial formation of
periodic striped patterns in the C. elegans epidermis is dependent on
actin and spectrin, and requires the apical membrane attachment
structures for maintenance. The periodic subcellular structures do not
accommodate cell growth by continuously making new stripes.
Instead, they increase the number of stripes by going through one
round of uniform duplication, which is independent of the increasing
epidermal length or the developmental cycles. This long-range
synchronized reorganization of subcellular structures is achieved by
physical links established by extracellular collagens together with
extension forces generated from epidermal cell growth. Our studies
uncover a novel strategy employed by evenly spaced and interlinked
subcellular structures to maintain their integrity and equidistribution
during cell growth and tissue development.
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INTRODUCTION
Regularly spaced and periodically arranged patterns, such as evenly
distributed dots and stripes, are a common sight in the biological
world. Numerous studies have already revealed the complex
mechanisms underlying periodic pattern formation on the cellular
and tissue scales (Schroeder et al., 2011; Economou et al., 2012;
Dalle Nogare and Chitnis, 2017; Schweisguth and Corson, 2019).
Intracellular pattern formation, on the other hand, is relatively less
well studied. Thanks to recent development of super-resolution
imaging techniques, such as stimulated emission depletion and
stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy, investigations
regarding intracellular periodic patterns have been greatly
accelerated. In particular, the Zhuang group reported the existence
of a strictly periodic cytoskeletal structure composed of actin rings
and spectrin tetramers in neuronal cells across species (Xu et al.,
2013; He et al., 2016). Periodically arranged membrane skeletons
are also found in the cilia and seam cells of C. elegans, indicating

the prevalence of intracellular periodic patterns in multiple cell
types (Jia et al., 2019). Subsequent studies further revealed that
periodic subcellular patterns are vitally important for cellular
morphogenesis and functioning. They provide stable and elastic
mechanical support, organize membrane protein distribution,
compartmentalize intracellular molecular motions, provide
signaling platforms and drive nanoscale alignment of neighboring
cells (Albrecht et al., 2016; Qu et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2017;
Hauser et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2019). However,
as cells constantly change their shape and volume in various
biological processes, how the periodic subcellular structures
manage to maintain their functions and organization during these
changes still remains unknown.

The epidermis of Caenorhabditis elegans, which possesses a
highly ordered periodic subcellular framework, is an ideal model to
address this question. The transparent body and the enormous cell
size of the C. elegans epidermis ensure that its subcellular patterns
can be easily observed with conventional confocal microscopes
inside live animals. The adult C. elegans epidermis is a single
epithelial layer formedmostly by the giant hyp7 (the cell number 7 of
the hypodermis) syncytium of ∼1 mm in length. It is apically
anchored to the cuticle exoskeleton and basally supported by body-
wall muscles (Chisholm and Xu, 2012). The trans-epidermal
attachment structures known as the C. elegans hemidesmosomes
(CeHDs) connect the cuticle, epidermis and basement membrane
together through intermediate filaments (IFs) (Zhang and Labouesse,
2010). Interestingly, multiple subcellular structures in the C. elegans
epidermis, including actin, microtubule, intermediate filaments,
spectrins and CeHDs, all display neatly paralleled periodic patterns
and share a common periodic framework (Fig. S1) (Francis and
Waterson, 1991; Costa et al., 1997; Hresko et al., 1999; Hong et al.,
2001; Bosher et al., 2003; Liégeois et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2015). In
addition, certain extracellular matrix proteins and non-structural
signaling proteins are also periodically arranged (Fig. S1) (McMahon
et al., 2003; Hao et al., 2006; Soloviev et al., 2011). This periodic
framework maintains the epidermal structure and compartmentalizes
membrane receptors and extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins. In this
work, we employ C. elegans as the model and systemically
investigate the formation and maturation of the periodically
arranged subcellular structures during epidermal morphogenesis.
Our discoveries may help us understand how interlinked subcellular
structures manage to maintain stability and even distribution during
cell growth and tissue morphogenesis.

RESULTS
The initiation of the periodic-patterned frame in the
C. elegans epidermis is dependent on actin and spectrin
To determine the sequence of events that leads to the initial
establishment of the periodic framework, we examined the
formation of several major periodic structures in early embryos.
We found that the first structure that assumed the striped pattern is
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the spectrin network. As shown in Fig. 1A, at as early as the 1.5-
fold stage, the SPC-1 (the C. elegans α-spectrin protein) had
already formed parallel stripes in the epidermis (Norman and
Moerman, 2002). This striped pattern of SPC-1 persisted
throughout embryogenesis and became increasingly prominent
in older embryos (Fig. 1A). The actin filaments display
organization of parallel bundles at about the 2-fold stage
(Fig. 1B) (Priess and Hirsh, 1986; Gally et al., 2009). Double-
labeling revealed that the stripe-formation process for the IFs
followed that of the actin bundles. As the cells elongate, the IFs
appeared to align according to the position of the actin bundles and
filled up the spaces between adjacent bundles, then gradually
fused together to form continuous stripes (Fig. 1B). Being in the
same anchoring complex, the reorganization process of the CeHDs

essentially mimics that of the IFs (Hresko et al., 1994; Bosher
et al., 2003). The IF and CeHD units did not fuse into continuous
stripes until 4-fold embryonic stage (Fig. 1C). The organization of
the microtubule bundles was comparatively irregular and only
became temporarily semi-parallel at around the 3-fold stage.
Double-labeling experiments showed that the positions of the
microtubule bundles do not strictly correlate with those of the
CeHD stripes (Fig. 1D).

Previous reports claim that the formation of intracellular periodic
structures relies on the actin and spectrin membrane skeleton
(Xu et al., 2013; Zhong et al., 2014). To test whether this process is
conserved in C. elegans, we disrupted the embryonic actin and
spectrin network and examined the effects on stripe formation. As
shown in Fig. 1E, upon inactivation of spc-1 or act-1 expression in

Fig. 1. The initialization of epidermal intracellular periodic patterns is actin and spectrin dependent. (A) SPC-1::GFP localization in the epidermis of
embryos at early (1.5-fold), mid (3-fold) and late (4-fold) elongation stages. (B) Double-labeling of actin (red) and intermediate filaments (green) by ABD::mCherry
and IFB-1::GFP in embryos at 1.5-fold, 3-fold and 4-fold elongation stages. (C) Epidermal distribution of CeHDs visualized by VAB-10A::GFP in embryos at 1.5-
fold, 3-fold and 4-fold elongation stages. (D) Epidermal distribution of microtubules (green) labeled by anti-tubulin in embryos at 1.5-fold, 3.5-fold and 4-fold
elongation stages. Double-labeling of microtubules and CeHDs (red, anti-VAB-10A) at the 3.5-fold embryonic stage is also shown (arrow). (E) Organization of
CeHDs visualized by anti-VAB-10A in NR222 embryos with or without epidermal-specific RNAi against spc-1 and act-1. White arrows point to developed pharynx
structures in late stage embryos. (F) Epidermal organization of CeHDs visualized by anti-VAB-10A in late stage wild-type (WT 4-fold), and early stage egl-
19(n2368)mutant embryos before muscle defects occur (egl-19 1.7 fold), or late stage egl-19(n2368), which are arrested at 1.5-fold elongation (egl-19 arrested).
Boxed areas in A–F are enlarged below. Scale bars: 5 μm.
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the epidermis, the CeHD units failed to organize into parallel
stripes and remained irregularly distributed even in late stage
embryos (Fig. 1E). The intact periodic patterns in egl-19 (encoding
a voltage-gated Ca2+ channel) mutants, which display elongation
arrest caused by lack of muscle contraction but not epidermal
structural defects (Zhang et al., 2011; Lardennois et al., 2019),
clarified that abolished periodic patterns in spc-1 and act-1-
inactivated embryos is not due to shortened embryonic body
length (Fig. 1F). Taken together, the data suggest that the formation
of the striped patterns in the C. elegans epidermis starts from the
alignment of spectrin molecules and actin bundles, which in turn
provides the framework for the reorganization of IFs and CeHD
stripes without the participation of microtubules.

The periodic structures reorganize through stripe
duplication during post-embryonic epidermal growth
We next documented the distribution and reorganization of the
major periodic structures during post-embryonic development, a
process in which the epidermal hyp7 syncytium elongates 6-fold
from hatching till adulthood (Chisholm and Hsiao, 2012). We first
visualized the localization of CeHDs by immunostaining for the
apical and basal CeHD receptors MUP-4 and LET-805,
respectively. Confocal imaging showed that both apical and basal
CeHDs maintained their periodic striped patterns throughout
development, and that no disorganization occurred (Fig. 2A).
Specifically, the CeHD stripes gradually thickened from the L2
stage, until fissures appeared in the middle of the thickened stripes at

Fig. 2. The epidermal periodic patterns reorganize through synchronized stripe duplication. (A) Immunostaining of apical (green, anti-MUP-4) and basal
(red, anti-LET-805) CeHDs in L1–L4 larvae and adults. Arrows point to dividing stripes. See also Fig. S2. (B) Quantification of the total numbers of CeHD
stripes and body lengths in the embryo, L1–L4 larvae and adults stages (mean±s.e.m., n=20 biological samples/stage). (C) Quantification of the total numbers of
CeHD stripes and body lengths of wild-type (WT), sma-6(wk7) and lon-2(e678) mutants at the adult stage (mean±s.e.m., n=20 biological samples/genotype).
(D) Double-labeling of microtubules (green, anti-tubulin) and CeHDs (red, anti-MUP-4) in L1–L4 larvae and adults. Arrows point to dividing stripes and nascent
microtubule bundles. (E) Double-labeling of α-spectrin (green, SPC-1::GFP) and CeHDs (red, LET-805::RFP) in L1–L4 larvae and adults. Boxed areas in A, D, E
are enlarged on the right. ***P<0.001; ns, not significant [Tukey’s multiple comparison test (B), unpaired t-test (C)]. Scale bars: 5 μm.
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around the L3 stage (Fig. 2A, arrow). As the fissure widened, one
stripe was subsequently divided into two new, and thinner, parallel
stripes. The newly divided stripes thickened again when the
nematode reached adulthood (Fig. 2A). MUP-4 distribution in live
animals, visualized by means of a GFP fusion reporter, confirmed
the above observation (Fig. S2). Interestingly, the number of total
CeHD stripes was essentially the same before and after hatching,
and did not progressively increase according to the length of the
epidermis, cell fusion events or the development cycles. Instead, the
stripes underwent only one round of duplication at about the L3
stage, multiplying from ∼300 to ∼600 (Fig. 2B). Analysis of
mutants with longer (lon-2) or shorter (sma-6) body lengths also
confirmed that the total number of CeHD stripes did not fluctuate
according to changes in epidermal lengths (Fig. 2C).
Unlike the CeHD stripes, which duplicate by stripe thickening and

splitting, the microtubule bundles were positioned within the gaps of
the CeHD stripes throughout development (Fig. 2D). In the L3 stage
right after the duplication of the CeHD stripes, we observed newly
formed microtubule strands invading the fissure of a dividing CeHD
stripe (Fig. 2D, arrow). It appeared that the microtubules utilize the
newly generated CeHD gaps as a guide for the positioning of their own
nascent bundles. SPC-1 (α-spectrin), on the other hand, remained
co-localized with the CeHDs throughout development (Fig. 2E). After
completion of the reorganization process at the adult stage, the stripes
formed by SPC-1 and those formed by CeHDs switched their relative
positions from overlapping to alternating each other (Fig. 2E). These
observations suggest that both microtubules and spectrins employ the
CeHD stripes as the template for the reorganization of their own
periodic patterns. Because the actin filaments remain mostly scattered
in post-embryonic C. elegans epidermis, and do not form long-lasting
periodic patterns (Costa et al., 1997), the reorganization of actin
filaments is not included in this study. To summarize, the apical and

basal CeHD attachment structures reorganize through stripe
duplication during post-embryonic epidermal growth, accompanied
by formation of new microtubule bundles and rearrangement of
periodic spectrin skeletons.

The CeHD stripe duplication process relies on physical links
between adjacent stripes and extension force generated
from epidermal cell growth
The fact that the duplication of CeHD stripes precedes the doubling
of the microtubule bundles suggests that the reorganization of the
CeHDs may happen upstream of other periodic structures. To test
this hypothesis, we disrupted the apical CeHDs by inactivating
mup-4, the EGF-like repeat-containing transmembrane receptor,
and examined the changes in the periodic patterns formed by apical
ECM (BLI-1), intermediate filaments (IFB-1), spectraplakin family
cytolinker (VAB-10A), basal CeHDs (LET-805), spectrins (SPC-1)
and microtubules. The results showed that disintegrated apical
CeHDs caused a complete loss of the striped patterns of all the other
subcellular structures tested (Fig. 3A,B; Fig. S3A). Conversely, we
examined whether damage to other periodic structures could affect
the striped pattern of apical CeHDs. We employed RNAi or drug
treatment to disrupt periodic structures, including the basal CeHDs
(let-805), the actin (cytochalasin B), microtubules (nocodazole) and
IFs (ifb-1) cytoskeletons, the α- and β-spectrins (spc-1 and sma-1),
the cytolinker VAB-10A, and the neighboring tissues, including
apical ECM (bli-1) and basement membrane (unc-52) (Zhang et al.,
2015). The results showed that none of the disrupted periodic
structures could abolish the striped patterns of the apical CeHDs
(Fig. 3C,D, Fig. S3B–H). Disruption of the basement membrane
structure by unc-52 RNAi resulted in lateral distortion of the MUP-
4::GFP stripes, thereby lowered the degree of periodicity, but the
striped pattern was still visible (Fig. 3C,D). Taken together, these

Fig. 3. The apical CeHDs are required to maintain the periodic patterns of other subcellular structures. (A,B) Localization patterns (A) and average
amplitude of autocorrelation analysis (B) of BLI-1::GFP, IFB-1::GFP, VAB-10A::GFP, LET-805::GFP, SPC-1::GFP and microtubules (anti-tubulin) in wild-type
young adult epidermis treated with or without an mup-4 RNAi clone targeting 3857–4958 bp of the mup-4 transcript. (mean±s.e.m., n=10 biological samples/
group). (C,D) Localization patterns (C) and average amplitude of autocorrelation analysis (D) of MUP-4::GFP in young adult epidermis intact or with disrupted
basal CeHDs (let-805 RNAi), cytolinker (vab-10a RNAi), cytoskeletons (cytochalasin B, nocodazole and ifb-1 RNAi), spectrins (spc-1 and sma-1 RNAi), apical
and basal ECM (bli-1 and unc-52 RNAi) (mean±s.e.m., n=10 biological samples/group). RNA target is indicated with a downwards arrow in C. **P<0.01;
***P<0.001; ****P<0.0001; ns, not significant (unpaired t-test). Scale bars: 5 μm.
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results suggest that the apical CeHD stripes are responsible for
guiding and maintaining the patterns of other subcellular structures.
Having established that the apical CeHDs are the key structures

controlling the reorganization of periodic patterns, we next wanted to
dissect the process of CeHD stripe duplication and elucidate its
underlying mechanisms. Our above results showed that CeHD stripe
reorganization mainly consists of two steps: thickening and splitting
(Fig. 2A). Regarding the first step, there are potentially two ways to
achieve stripe thickening – the newCeHDunits could either use the old
stripes as a template to align into a brand new stripe, or they could
randomly insert into the old stripes (Fig. S4A). In order to knowwhich
scenario is more likely, we fused MUP-4 with the photoconvertible
mEosFP molecule (Wiedenmann et al., 2004). The resulting MUP-4::
mEosFP strain was subjected to whole-body photoconversion
treatment with the result of labeling all MUP-4 molecules at time
zero with red fluorescence. After recovery for 30 min, newly
synthesized MUP-4 foci labeled by unconverted green mEosFP
were observed in the CeHD stripes, inserting in between the old CeHD
units and aligning into two single rows of units (Fig. 4A). This
observation is further confirmed by labeling of newly assembled
CeHD units with heat shock promoter-drivenMUP-4::GFP. As shown
in Fig. S4B, the newly synthesized MUP-4 units induced by a 30-min
heat shock treatment were inserted randomly into the old stripes, as
visualized by anti-MUP-4 immunostaining. We hence conclude that
the CeHD stripe thickening is achieved by randomly inserting new
CeHD units into the old stripes without any side preference.
Our next goal was to understand how one thickened stripe separates

into two at the L3 stage. In order to find the driving force for stripe
separation, we measured the thickness of the CeHD stripes and the
distance between neighboring CeHD stripes at all development stages.
The data revealed that changes of the stripe thickness are in accordance
with the extension of the epidermis and the stripe duplication process.
Specifically, the ratio of stripe thickness to animal length remained
relatively steady throughout development, except for halving during
stripe duplication (Fig. 4B). By contrast, the distance between
neighboring stripes maintained a constant value that was independent

of epidermal growth or the number of stripes (Fig. 4B). These results
suggest that that the distance between neighboring CeHD stripes is
fixed by certain molecules and that the thickened stripes are pulled
apart when the epidermal cell elongates (Fig. S4C). This fixed-gap
hypothesis is supported by the fact that when the epidermis was
temporarily stretched owing to body bends during normal sinusoidal
movement, the distance between neighboring CeHD doublets
remained constant whereas the fissures within the CeHD doublets
were greatly widened (Fig. 4C,D). To test whether indeed the
extension of the epidermis is the driving force for stripe separation, we
caused persistent extension of the dorsal epidermis by inactivating
dorsal muscle contraction with unc-129 promoter-driven Tetanus
toxin, thereby confining muscle contraction to the ventral body-wall
only (Fig. 4E). In this situation, we found that the CeHD stripes on the
dorsal side divided earlier than those on the ventral side, abolishing
the synchronized dorsal-ventral stripe reorganization observed in the
control group (Fig. 4F). Together, these results suggest that the CeHD
stripe duplication is achieved by fixed physical links between adjacent
stripes and extension forces generated from epidermal cell growth.

The duplication of CeHD stripes requires the function
of apical extracellular collagens
We next sought to find which molecules are responsible for fixing
the gaps between adjacent periodic stripes. We discovered by testing
all the molecules known to be periodically organized in the
epidermis that only a few apically secreted collagens could
significantly affect the striped patterning of the apical CeHDs
(Figs 3C and 5A) (Francis andWaterston, 1991; Hresko et al., 1994,
1999; Rogalski et al., 1995; Costa et al., 1997; Hong et al., 2001;
Bosher et al., 2003; McMahon et al., 2003; Woo et al., 2004; Zhang
et al., 2011, 2015). Particularly, mutations of collagen-encoding
dpy-2, dpy-7 and dpy-10 genes caused a complete loss of the striped
CeHD pattern in the epidermis (Fig. 5A). This result suggests that
these collagens located at the apical ECM are promising candidates
for acting as the ‘gap-holders’ between adjacent CeHD stripes.
Double-labeling experiments showed that these collagens were

Fig. 4. The apical CeHDs utilize physical links and extension force to drive stripe duplication process. (A) Relative positions of old CeHD units labeled by
MUP-4::mEosFP (red) through whole-body photoconversion, and newly formed CeHD units labeled by unconverted MUP-4::mEosFP (green) during stripe
separation. Boxed areas are enlarged below. (B) Measurements of the CeHD stripe thickness and the distance between adjacent stripes at the stages of L1–L4
larvae and young adults (mean±s.e.m., n=6 biological samples/stage). (C) MUP-4::GFP labeling showing the different positions of the CeHD stripes
within the same L3 larva at regions of straight versus bent body posture. Boxed areas are enlarged on the right. Arrows point to fissures within the same stripe
doublet. (D) Measurements of the distance within stripe doublets and between adjacent stripe doublets at regions of straight versus bent body posture
(mean±s.e.m., n=6 biological samples/stage). (E) Bright-field images showing the ventral coiler phenotype caused by inactivation of dorsal body wall muscles in
transgenic animals expressing Tetanus toxin under the control of the unc-129 promoter. (F) Desynchronized stripe duplication between dorsal and ventral (D↔V)
CeHDs (MUP-4::GFP) caused by excessive extension of the dorsal epidermis in transgenic animals expressing Tetanus toxin under the control of the
unc-129 promoter. *P<0.05; ns, not significant (unpaired t-test). Scale bars: 5 μm (A,C,F), 100 μm (E).
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indeed constantly positioned at the gaps between CeHD stripes at all
stages (Fig. 5B). Moreover, new collagen stripes formed and filled
the new gaps only after the CeHD stripes were completely separated
into two, suggesting that the thickened CeHD stripes were torn apart
from the outside instead of cleaved through new collagen molecules
becoming inserted into the middle of the stripes (Fig. 5B, arrows).
The fact that the expression of the collagens greatly diminished at
the adult stage also explains why the CeHD stripes do not duplicate
again in older animals in response to further epidermal growth
(Figs 2B and 5B). Examination of the collagen mutant embryos
revealed that loss of collagens did not affect the initial formation of
the periodic stripes, but greatly disturbed the regularity of the
intervals between CeHD stripes (Fig. 5C,D). Analysis of collagen
mutants at the L1–L3 larval stages subsequently showed that loss of
epidermal periodicity occurred during the processes of CeHD stripe
thickening and separation (Fig. 5E). Altogether, these results
support the notion that certain collagens at the apical ECM are
responsible for binding and fixing the distance between adjacent
MUP-4 stripes. The fact that duplication of CeHDs is not
concomitant with the molting cycles, and that cuticle blistering

does not affect CeHD stripe patterning, suggests that it is the
collagens at the basal zone, but not the cuticular zone, of the apical
ECM that participate in CeHD stripe organization (Figs 2B and 3C).
To further confirm that the CeHDs require collagen binding to
duplicate their stripes, we deleted the conserved von Willebrand
factor type A (vWFA) domain, a well-known collagen-binding
domain across species, in the extracellular region of MUP-4 (Hong
et al., 2001). The results showed that without the putative collagen-
binding ability of MUP-4, the distribution of apical CeHDs became
entirely random and no periodic stripes were found (Fig. 5F). Taken
together, we conclude that certain apical extracellular collagens are
responsible for holding the gaps between adjacent CeHD stripes and
tearing the thickened stripes into two to achieve synchronized
duplication during epidermal growth.

DISCUSSION
In summary, our work describes a novel strategy employed to
maintain the periodic-patterned subcellular structures during cell
growth and tissue development (Fig. S5). The evolutionarily
conserved actin and spectrin network is only responsible for the

Fig. 5. CeHD stripe duplication requires the functions of apical extracellular collagens. (A) MUP-4::GFP localization in young adult epidermis of wild-type
and dpy-2(e8), dpy-7(e88), dpy-10(e128)mutants. (B) Double-labeling of MUP-4::GFP and DPY-2::mCherry in L2–L4 larvae and adults. Arrows point to nascent
DPY-2 stripes assembling in the already established CeHD gaps. (C) MUP-4::GFP localization in wild-type and dpy-2(e8) mutant embryos. (D) Variation
of the stripe positions in wild-type and dpy-2(e8) embryos represented by the difference between themaximum andminimum distance between adjacent stripes in
each embryo (mean±s.e.m., n=10 biological samples/genotype). (E) MUP-4::GFP localization in wild-type and dpy-2(e8) mutant at the L1, L2 and L3 stage.
(F) Localization patterns of full-length MUP-4 (MUP-4::GFP) and MUP-4 without the collagen-binding domain (MUP-4::△CBD::GFP) in young adult epidermis in
a mup-4(mg36) mutant background. Boxed areas are enlarged below. ***P<0.001 (unpaired t-test). Scale bars: 5 μm (A,C,E,F), 2 μm (B).
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initialization but not the reorganization process of the periodic
patterns. The periodic stripes are fixed and maintained by stable
membrane attachment structures, such as CeHDs. Other periodically
arranged structures could then utilize the CeHD stripes as a template
to guide their own reorganization process. Most interestingly, the
intracellular periodic structures do not accommodate cell growth by
continuously making new stripes to fill the expanded space. Instead,
they manage to maintain constant spacing by performing
synchronized stripe duplication over a long distance. Because the
first cell fusion event of hyp7 syncytium occurs in embryos before
comma stage, followed by more cell fusions that progress throughout
embryogenesis and during the entire post-embryonic development,
the initiation/development of the periodic structures appears to not be
correlated with hyp7 cell fusion (Podbilewicz and White, 1994)
(Figs 1 and 2). During the stripe reorganization process, the epidermal
cells utilize a double-anchor system composed of transmembrane
CeHD receptors and their extracellular ligands to further stabilize the
intracellular periodic patterns. The old CeHD stripes determine the
extracellular positions of the newly secreted collagens, and selected
collagens in turn immobilize the CeHD units and provide tearing
forces for the splitting and creation of new stripe doublets (Fig. S5). It
has been proposed that trimerization of collagen molecules could
likely happen between members of cuticle collagens with the same
temporal expression patterns (Johnstone, 2000). The fact that multiple
collagens are involved in stripe organization suggests that a small
cross-linked collagen network could be responsible for holding the
gaps between adjacent CeHD stripes (Fig. 5A). In conclusion, the
stripe duplication process exhibits a series of elegant choices made by
the epidermal cells to bring into full play the distinct characteristics
of each type of molecules. Together, they manage to maintain the
stability and constant spacing of subcellular structures as the
epidermal layer elongates 6-fold in length. Because intracellular
periodicity is tightly linked to cellular structure and signaling
(Albrecht et al., 2016; Qu et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2017;Wang et al.,
2019; Zhou et al., 2019), this strategy of synchronized reorganization
could ensure that the cells do not suffer from local dysfunction or
deformation during cell growth and tissue development. Furthermore,
our observations also indicate that the reorganization of subcellular
structures could happen in a highly uniform and collective manner,
rather than as isolated disassembly and reassembly events. This
implies that besides diffusible molecules and chemical signals,
intracellular structures could also utilize physical links and
mechanical forces to achieve long-distance communication and
coordination during development. The findings in this work may
provide insights on the mechanisms of other similarly repetitive
subcellular structures in different cell types.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
C. elegans strains
C. elegans strains were maintained at 20°C on nematode growth medium
(NGM) as described previously (Brenner, 1974). The CRISPR knock-in
strain carrying cas815(spc-1::GFP KI) was a gift from the Guangshuo Ou
laboratory (Tsinghua-Peking Center for Life Sciences, Tsinghua University,
China; Jia et al., 2019). The strain carrying mcIs43[Plin-26::ABDvab-10-
mCherry+Pmyo-2-GFP] is from the Michel Labouesse laboratory
(Laboratoire de Biologie du Développement, Institut de Biologie Paris
Seine, France; Gally et al., 2009). The epidermal-specific RNAi strain
NR222[rde-1(ne219)V;kzIs9[pKK1260(lin-26p::nls::GFP)+pKK1253(lin-
26p::rde-1)+pRF6(rol-6(su1006)] was a gift from Dr Hiroshi Qadota
(Department of Pathology, Emory University, USA. Qadota et al., 2007).
The wild-type N2 strain and strains carrying sma-6(wk7), lon-2(e678),
egl-19(n2368), dpy-2(e8), dpy-7(e88), dpy-10(e128), mup-4(mg36), juls176
[IFB-1A::GFP+pRF4], ieSi57[eft-3p::TIR1::mRuby::unc-54-3′UTR+Cbr-

unc-119(+)], vab-10a(cas602[vab-10a::GFP]), chEx1682
[pLH070(qua-1(full-length)::GFP+rol-6(su1006)], cgEx198[(pJC14)bli-1::
GFP+unc-119(+)], let-805(mc73[let-805::GFP+unc-119(+)])unc-119(ed3)III
and upIs1[mup-4::GFP+pRF4(rol-6(su1006)] were obtained from
Caenorhabditis Genetics Center (Woo et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2015;
Yang et al., 2017; Hao et al., 2006; Hong et al., 2001). Strains carrying
sdaEx183[Pmup-4::mup-4(ΔCBD)::GFP+Pmyo-2::GFP], sdaEx64[dpy-
2::mcherry+Pmyo-2::GFP], sdaEx127[Phsp-16.2::mup-4::GFP+Pmyo-
2::GFP], let-805(sda14{let-805::RFP]) and mup-4(sda18[mup-4::
mcherry]) were generated for this study.

Molecular cloning and transgenesis
The Pmup-4::mup-4::GFP construct was generated by PCR, amplifying a
4933 bp mup-4 promoter plus the entire mup-4 coding sequence and
inserting it upstream of GFP into pPD95,75 vector. Pmup-4::mup-4
(ΔCBD)::GFP was generated by deleting the genomic sequence encoding
amino acids (aa) 460–565 (corresponding to the vWFA domain of MUP-4
protein) by enzyme digestion. The photoconvertible Pmup-4::mup-4::
mEosFP construct was generated by replacing the GFP in Pmup-4::mup-4::
GFP with mEosFP (Wiedenmann et al., 2004). To construct Pdpy-2::dpy-
2::mCherry transgene, 1995 bp dpy-2 promoter plus the entire dpy-2 coding
sequence were PCR amplified from N2 genomic DNA, and then inserted
upstream of mCherry into pPD49.78 vector. Constructs used in this study
were generated by infusion recombination using ClonExpress TMOne Step
Cloning Kit (Vazyme biotech, Nanjing, CHINA). All PCR amplifications
were performed by using PrimeSTAR® GXL DNA Polymerase kit
(TaKaRa, Shiga, Japan) and PCR fragments were confirmed by
sequencing. Punc-129::TeTx::mCherry plasmid (2894 bp unc-129
promoter-driven Tetanus toxin light chain and mCherry) was a gift from
Yingchuan Qi and Yishi Jin (Division of Biological Sciences, University of
California, USA). Pmup-4-mup-4::mEosFP and Pdpy-2::dpy-2::mCherry
was injected into N2 at a concentration of 10 ng/µl. Punc-129::TeTx::
mCherry was injected into EE86 at a concentration of 10 ng/µl. Pmup-4::
mup-4 (ΔCBD)::GFP was injected into mup-4(mg36)/+ heterozygous at a
concentration of 20 ng/µl. Pmyo-2::GFP was used as co-injection marker

Generation of CRISPR knock-in strains
To generate the let-805::rfp knock-in strain, the let-805 sgRNA (5′-
GCACTCATCCCGTTAATCTCTGG-3′) was selected by the optimizing
CAS9 gRNA site (http://crispr.mit.edu/) and inserted into the single-guide
RNACas9 vector (Addgene #47549) using Q5® Site-Directed Mutagenesis
Kit as previously described (Dickinson et al., 2015). To insert RFP into the
C-terminus of let-805, 1 kb sequences upstream and downstream of let-805
stop codonwas selected as 5′ and 3′ homologous arms, respectively. The let-
805 donor, let-805 sgRNA and dpy-10 sgRNAwere injected into N2 at the
concentration of 100 ng/µl, 50 ng/µl and 50 ng/µl, respectively. dpy-10
sgRNA was used as positive selective marker according to a previously
established method (Dickinson et al., 2015). The mup-4(sda18[mup-4::
mcherry]) strain was constructed by inserting the mCherry sequence before
the termination codon of mup-4 using the same CRISPR/Cas9-mediated
editing method as let-805(sda14[let-805::RFP]).

C. elegans RNAi and drug treatment
RNAi experiments were performed by bacteria feeding as previously
described (Kamath et al., 2003). RNAi clones were recovered from theMRC
RNAi library, and the inserts verified by sequencing. In ifb-1 RNAi, unc-52
RNAi, spc-1 RNAi, bli-1 RNAi and sma-1 RNAi experiments, worms were
fed on RNAi plates against target genes from the L1 stage. In let-805 RNAi,
mup-4 RNAi and vab-10a RNAi experiments, worms were fed on the
HT115 plates until the L2 stage and transferred to RNAi plates against target
genes. act-1 and spc-1 knockdown in embryos were carried out by injecting
dsRNA into the gonad of young adult NR222 mothers, and embryos were
collected within the next 24 h for immunostaining. Feeding of HT115
bacteria carrying L4440 empty vector was used as negative control for all
RNAi experiments. For disruption of microtubule bundles, L4-stage worms
were soaked in 60 µg/ml nocodazole (Sangon Biotech, Shanghai, China) for
2 h in M9 buffer. For disruption of actin filaments, L4-stage worms were
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soaked in 10 µg/ml Cytochalasin B (Solarbio Science & Technology,
Beijing, China) for 1 h in M9 buffer. All treatments were repeated at least
three times and the representative data are shown.

C. elegans embryonic and post-embryonic immunostaining
Immunostaining was performed based on previously established protocols
(Costa et al., 1997; Zahreddin et al., 2010). The following primary
antibodies were used in this work: anti-GFP (DSHB-GFP-12A6), 1:500;
anti-tubulin (AA4.3), 1:100; anti-LET-805/myotactin (MH46), 1:100; anti-
VAB-10A (MH5), 1:50; anti-UNC-52 (MH3), 1:50; anti-MUP-4, 1:500.
12A6, AA4.3, MH3, MH5 and MH46 were obtained from DSHB
(University of Iowa, USA). The MUP-4 polyclonal antibody was custom
generated as previously described (Zhang et al., 2015). AlexaFluor® 488-
and AlexaFluor® 568-labeled secondary antibodies were obtained from
Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR) and used at 1:800 dilution.

Microscopy imaging and measurements
Fluorescence and DIC images were captured by using a Zeiss LSM800
confocal microscope equipped with a 63× oil immersion objective. 488-nm
excitation and a 400–570 nm emission filter was used for GFP and
AlexaFluor® 488, 568-nm excitation and a 570–700 nm emission filter for
RFP, mCherry and AlexaFluor® 568. For single-plane confocal imaging of
larvae and adult C. elegans, worms were mounted on 2% agarose pads on a
microscopic slide and immobilized with 0.5 mM levamisole. For confocal
imaging of C. elegans embryos, eggs were collected onto 2% agarose pads
on a microscopic slide and immobilized by oxygen deprivation using a
small amount of OP50 bacteria. Stacks of images were captured with 1-µm
interval spanning from the top to the mid-body of the embryos. Bright-field
images of worms on plates were acquired using a OLYMPUS SZX16
stereomicroscope equipped with a LEICA DFC310 camera.

Photoconversion of Pmup-4-mup-4::mEosFP was achieved by using a
LEICA DM2500 upright epifluorescence microscope with a 40× objective
lens (Wiedenmann et al., 2004; Mathur et al., 2010). L3-stage transgenic
animals were mounted onto 2% agarose pads and exposed to the
epifluorescent lighting through the DAPI filter cube with maximum
power for 2.5 min. Images were captured with a ZEISS LSM800 confocal
microscope immediately after photoconversion or after 30 min recovery.

For measuring C. elegans body lengths, bright-field images of worms
cultured on the plates at different stages and different genotypes were
captured by means of a stereomicroscope. The body length of each
individual was measured from the nose to the tail tip using Image J software
(http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/). For measuring the thickness and gap distance of
the CeHD stripes at different stages, confocal images were taken at the mid-
bodies of the MUP-4::GFP transgenic worms, using six animals for each
group. For every image, the widths of at least 20 stripes and 20 gaps were
measured using Image J, and the mean values were calculated. To count the
total number of CeHD stripes in each individual, a series of confocal images
were taken from the nose to the tail of anti-MUP-4 immunostained animals
with a 63× oil immersion objective. The images were then pieced together to
reconstruct the entire worm body and the total number of CeHD stripes was
counted by a researcher who was blind to the experimental conditions. To
generate the autocorrelation curves, intensity profiles were extracted from
confocal images of periodic patterns using ImageJ software and then
analyzed using the built-in routine autocorrection function of MATLAB
(https://www.mathworks.com/) as previously described (Zhong et al., 2014;
Han et al., 2017). The autocorrelation amplitude is defined as the difference
between the first peak and the average of the two first valleys of the
autocorrelation curve.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism7.0 software
(www.graphpad.com). No statistical method was used to predetermine
sample size. Statistical analysis was performed with an unpaired two-tailed
Student’s t-test. Data normality was verified by using the D’Agostino and
Pearson normality test and the Shapiro-Wilk normality test. One-way
ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison test was performed on
data in Fig. 2B. Significance was accepted for P<0.05.
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